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JADE TARDIF-DA SILVA

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES

Height: 4'11
hair colour: Dark brown
Eye colour: Dark Brown

ACTING EXPERIENCE

THEATER

Rumors                           Claire Ganz                                                   Lisa Drago
Let’s Murder Marsha        Bianca                                                           Lisa Drago
Blithe Spirit                     Madame Arcati                                              Lisa Drago
Temptations of Stupidity  Sloth                                                             Jade Tardif-Da Silva
Richard the Third             Richard                                                          TMU
The Revolutionary            Clarise/Commercial Person                             TMU
Eurydice                         Nasty Interesting Man/Lord of the Underworld  TMU
I & You                           Caroline                                                          TMU

TORONTO METROPOLOTAIN UNIVERSITY (FORMERLY
KNOWN AS RYERSON):
Bachelor's Degree in Performance: Acting (2019-2023)

MY ACADEMIC HISTORY

SPECIAL SKILLS

Stilts
Writing
Directing

CONTACT INFORMATION

Instagram: @jadetardifds
Email: jadetardifdasilva@gmail.com
Phone Number: 437-241-3950

mailto:jadetardifdasilva@gmail.com


Jade Tardif-Da Silva is a Canadian actor and creator born in Toronto, Ontario. She
enjoys delving into stories and exploring different perspectives to better
understand the world and its people. During her time at TMU, (formerly known as
Ryerson) she has had the opportunity to work and meet many people who are
part of the film and theater profession such as Jesse Griffith, Sara Kitz, Siobhan
Richardson, and many others. This experience has motivated her to expand her
horizons in both theatre, film, and creative writing.

As an actor, she has explored a diverse selection of characters including, but not
limited to, the anti-heroic Richard the III from the famous Shakespearien play, a
dual character called the Nasty Man/Lord of the Underworld from Eurydice.

While at TMU, she has learned an abundance of skills including the treacherous
stilt walking, voice acting, and honing her ability to mimic various facial ticks and
body movement. Jade always strives to be a hard worker and to graciously
accept any challenge that comes her way, forever wanting to showcase that she
is someone who is diligent, easy to work with, and overall, a team collaborator.

Jade excels at taking direction, while experimenting with her natural comedy
chops, and using what she has learned to her advantage. If you are looking for
someone with a “can do” attitude, who will give her all to make your project a
success, you’ve found your girl!


